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20 世纪 30 年代是中国现代化转型的重要时期，时代重心由思想革命转向政
治革命，新文学的话语转换淡化了文学的启蒙主题。经过“五四”时期的开辟建
设，这个时期的文学批评呈现出多元共生的活跃景象。其中，林语堂的文学批评

















































































1930s is the important period in the transition of Chinese modernization, in 
which the focus of time shifted from the ideological revolution to political revolution, 
and the discourse transformation of new literature weakened the enlightenment 
themes of the literature. After the development and construction in the “May Fourth” 
period, the literary criticism in the period presented a multi-symbiosis and active 
vision. Among them, Lin Yutang’s literary criticism struck out a new line because of 
its’ distinctive personal liberalism. The paper focuses Lin Yutang’s literary criticism in 
1930s as the research object, explores its’ significance and value in the construction of 
Chinese cultural and literary criticism theory by investigating Lin’s critical 
performance, ideas and styles. The paper tries to connect Lin Yutang’s individual 
development and the whole history by a cross-sectional study of the history, and 
hence change the research situation that the research focus on some Lin Yutang’s 
literary concepts, and establish a relatively perfect ideological system of Lin Yutang’s 
literary criticism.  
The first chapter of the paper analyzes Lin Yutang’s criticism on Chinese ancient 
literature. In the view of modernity, Lin Yutang re-interpreted Chinese ancient 
literature, which subverted the traditional concepts in the literate, and explored the 
connection between ancient literature and “the person’s literature”. From the 
standpoint of individualism and liberalism, he sorted out a new development history 
of Chinese literature, discussed the new literature resources of the ancient literature, 
connected the relations between new literature and ancient literature, and injected the 
modern sprit characteristic into ancient literature. 
The second chapter of the paper mainly researches on the criticism of Lin Yutang 
on the foreign literature works. In the criticism, Lin Yutang paid attention to 
disentomb the modern spirit, individuality and freedom of the target of criticism. The 
focus and characteristic of his foreign literature criticism mainly contains three 














the criticism of “person” problem. Secondly, the yearning of independent personality. 
Lin advocated the literary concept containing freedom and individuality through the 
criticism on foreign literature works. Thirdly, the concern on the present of human 
nature. Lin advocated the literature to release and present the human nature, and 
expressed the reflection to modern civilization by revealing the human nature from 
the foreign literature. Lin Yutang’s criticism on foreign literature aimed to draw 
lessons from foreign literature resources, fuse the traditional culture, and construct the 
Chinese modern literature to reach the purpose of improving personality. 
The third chapter of the paper focuses on the discussions on the thought of Lin 
Yutang on the development of new literature in 1930s and the reflections on “May 
Fourth” new literature. Adhering to the position of “May Fourth” literature 
enlightenment, Lin Yutang criticized the current literature atmosphere and 
revolutionary literature on one hand, and reflected the unfinished task of “May 
Fourth” new literature on the other hand. Lin Yutang thought about the selection 
problem of the liberal intellectuals on the conversion of enlightenment discourse 
through the comments on Zhou Zuoren. 
The fourth chapter of the paper discusses the overall ideas and styles of Lin 
Yutang’s literature criticism, which are based on the contents of LinYutang’s literature 
criticism illustrated in the previous three chapters. Firstly, the paper elaborates the 
ideas of Lin Yutang’s literary criticism in the three aspects of the independence of the 
cultural personality, the game sprit and civilian esthetic culture, which thinks that the 
independence of cultural personality advocates the freedom and independence of the 
individual sprit space, and emphasizes the freedom personality of the literature. The 
game sprit of the literature art is a purely aesthetic freedom, which advocates the 
transcendence of the literature art and emphasizes the aesthetic character of the 
literature art. They center on the individual freedom and unify together. While the 
advocacy of the civilian aesthetic culture injects these two spiritual cores into the 
civilian sprit in a fair manner, implement the harmony of civilian sprit and noble sprit, 
and then completing the modern transformation of the “person”. Secondly, the paper 














that Lin Yutang fused the traditional concept of “air” and “taste” with the modern sprit, 
emphasized the personal liberty of “air” and “taste”, and the criticism styles that are 
characterized with “air” and “taste” fitted with the thought of the criticism that takes 
liberal individualism as the core. The absorption and transformation of criticism styles 
on Chinese traditional poetics, shows the direction of Lin Yutang’s exploration in the 
modern transformation of Chinese literary criticism. 
The conclusion part of the paper discusses the significance and value of Lin 
Yutang’s literary criticism in 1930s under the context of modern transition. His 
literary criticism was based on the freedom of individual, and the humanistic feelings 
reduced the disadvantages of the generalization of scientism. The styles and literary 
styles of Lin’s literary criticism can realize the combination between Chinese aesthetic 
thought and the western modern rational logic, which has important reference 
significance on the development of contemporary literary criticism. At the same time, 
the exploration and contribution of the special cultural groups represented by Lin 
Yutang on the development of Chinese modern literature bring the enlightenment for 
future research direction.  
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